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We want to contrast consumption, experiences, and habits  
Identify possible strategies to reduce drinking water consumption. 
Look at gender-differentiated habits during the qualitative research and
determine the primary managers at home by sex. 
Propose alternatives for a better water management collectively with team
members, ETAPA EP technicians, academics, citizens and other stakeholders

INTRODUCTION
(SECOND PHASE)



OBJECTIVES 
Test solutions for
reducing drinking water
consumption as a pilot
project in a sector of the
city of Cuenca

 i) learn their habits and reasons
behind water use, 

ii) educate the target community
on issues related to water and
economic benefits of water
savings  

iii) identify appropriate
solutions that are welcomed and
fully implemented by the local
population.



ACCOMPLISHED ACTIVITIES 

HTTPS://SWACH.UAZUAY.EDU.EC/Surveys



Location: 

Basic Home Information

Address, water meter, coordinates, etc

Members living in the house, area, pipe type
(copper, galvanized steel, (PVC), polyethylene (PEX),
etc



Perception of monthly 
water consumption 

Perception of quantity and
quality towards CC

Monthly amount consumed (m3), monthly paid price,  
differentiated rates

Aavailability, secure, enough, future projections,
water origin



Family activities that affect
water consumption at home 

Activities and practices
for water saving at home

Household habits for water consumption (laundry,
food preparation, showers)

Water reuse and recycling habits and willingness to
adopt new habits



Pilot places

Objective: 

Identify optimal
neighborhoods for the
pilot phase of the
SWACH Project.

 



Residential area
No businesses
Clear neighborhood definition
Have some level of organization
Have similar socioeconomic caracteristics
No agricultural areas in these places
Have internet reception

Find places with the following criteria





3 areas
3 Different
socioeconomic sectors
All together
Close to UDA (Few
miles away)
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ETAPA
Information



RESULTS YEAR 1

Tabulated, processed,
contrasted and systematized
data (ETAPA and Interviews)
Methodology used
(qualitative and quantitative)



PUBLICATIONS

Water international
Water alternatives

Potential journals:
1.
2.

 
Q1 and Q2 journals

 
 



GRACIAS
swach@uazuay.edu.ec 
aochoa@uazuay.edu.ec



Confidentiality agreements
Survey Validation
Buy tablets for surveys
Contact community directives
Meetings between stakeholders
Train interviewers
Start the pilot surveys with the
help of interviewers (March
2023)
Process gathered information
Start thinking of strategies
Publications

PENDING ACTIVITIES
1ST YEAR



WHAT´S NEXT

Look at gender-differentiated habits 

With results from the pilot project and from modelling of natural and grey infrastructure, we will propose
alternatives for a better water management collectively with team members, ETAPA EP technicians, academics,
citizens and other stakeholders. Our strategies will focus mainly in:

Educommunicational axis: increase citizen’s awareness of water consumption,  analysis of previous communication strategies
implemented by ETAPA EP to innovate and use digital  tools.
Normative axis: to determine possible regulations that the city can adopt under a public policy of adaptation to climate change
and citizen responsibility to avoid wasting water. Under the analysis of examples implemented in other cities, the objective is to
regulate obligations and incentives for a more responsible and supportive management.
Natural and grey infrastructure: determine cost effective strategies and technological solutions that can be implemented in
the city to improve water management (circular economy schemes).
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